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The black sides of the thin white L-shaped pieces used in this shallow relief come in and out of view
when observed from different angles. They have been grouped in threes around nine crosses
engraved into the white-faced base plane of the relief.

The nine configurations of L-shaped elements were informed by Anthony Hill’s interest in graph
theory. In an article outlining this connection, Hill shows how the arrangements derived from the
sixty-five possible variants of a mathematical ‘tree’ with seven points and six lines. Hill selected the
nine variants that shared two common features: they all have five right angles and they can all be
drawn by connecting three L-shapes. [1]

Mathematics had provided Hill with a useful starting point for composing non-figurative art works
since the late 1950s. He described the process as putting abstract mathematical notions ‘to work’,
by combining measured modulations with his own artistic decisions. [2] Hill published his research
into combinatorial mathematics and graph theory and was appointed as an Honorary Research
Fellow in the Mathematics Department of the University of London in 1970. [3]

In the mid-1970s Hill dedicated a series of abstract constructed reliefs to the Soviet poet and
aesthetician Velimir Khlebnikov (1885-1922). He wanted to acknowledge his admiration of
Khlebnikov’s writing and contribution to the Russian Formalist movement, which Hill associated
with contemporary definitions of Structuralism.

Lisa Newby, March 2021
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Provenance
In October 1984, the University of East Anglia accepted a planned bequest from Joyce and Michael
Morris (UEA Alumni). Michael died in 2009 and Joyce in December 2014 when the couple's wishes
were implemented.


